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My understanding that everyone is capable of developing independent thinking skills once they have been guided on how to do so was developed many years before I officially became a teacher, an educator and a mediator. Throughout the three years of high school, once a week, I volunteered as a caregiver of a child who was diagnosed with autism. Although professionals decided that he would not be able to communicate in any way, his parents refused to accept this diagnosis and decided to invite a variety of caregivers who would stimulate him to communicate in different ways. Step by step, it worked and communication slowly developed. Back then I thought it was a miracle, later in life I understood it was mediation. Another revelation I experienced was after a few years, as a teacher, during a workshop with Prof. Reuven Feuerstein, who clarified for me the role of the mediator throughout mediatees’ thinking development and opened the door for me to the world of mediation.

Mediation theories were developed for many years to emphasise society’s responsibility towards the success of learning among all children, even though the term mediation was usually not used. Out of the several twentieth-century learning theories, I have chosen five main theoreticians who approached learning from different perspectives, at different times and in different cultures. The five theories I will focus on in this book are those developed by Dewey, Piaget, Vygotsky,
Feuerstein and Gardner. All five theories include environment, schools and parents in the process of children’s learning and thinking development, and they all share the view that children’s thinking can be modified. In addition, key results from research in the field of neuropedagogy will be presented to strengthen these theoretical attitudes, since we know today that the brain actually changes as a result of social interactions and interventions. Each perspective discussed here represents a different understanding of society’s role in education. Moreover, although these theoreticians did not know each other, their different views of society’s role as responsible for all children’s development, is the link that may provide educators with a wider and more professional basis for better mediation.

While each theoretician believes that his/her theory will be the one to solve most of the dilemmas of education, this book intends to offer practical integration of several existing mediation theories. It offers a unique model that integrates different approaches from different periods that can be used effectively by mediators and educators today. Nevertheless, I invite each of the readers to look for other theories and possibilities that also encourage integrating mediation for thinking development.

This book offers an opportunity to better understand the role of mediation in an era of dynamic social and cultural changes that influence education, in order to better prepare the next generation to become part of society. Hundreds of years ago, ever since leaders of society began to understand the concept of education, the common goal of all was to better educate people in order to make them a productive part of their society in the future. As a result of this broad goal, various approaches to education were developed in order to help individuals become better learners. In other words, theoreticians and researchers studied the human mind and thinking
processes in order to develop better and more efficient learning models.

Mediation, as mentioned, is a process that promotes learning as a result of learner interactions with the environment. Without reducing the importance of classic learning models, nowadays other goals are at the forefront of the education processes: teachers do not need to keep focussing only on teaching specific disciplines; they also need to focus on knowledge that will be useful in students’ future. In addition, students are judged on their achievements in school rather than on their understanding and their thinking development and parents try to help their children excel at school rather than excel as members of society. Although the goals of learning knowledge and reaching new achievements are important, teachers and educators should understand how to mediate knowledge acquisition rather than be the source of knowledge.

Mediation processes as mandatory components in education allow all participants to develop better thinking processes. The ideas about mediation are wide and cover all areas of life. Therefore, being a great teacher or educator are only two facets of the mediation approach. This book will allow all readers to better understand the concept of mediation, following with ideas to practice it, and thereby become true mediators.
INTRODUCTION

The concept of ‘mediation’ was originally developed as one of the tools psychologists used in order to allow better communication and processes between them and their patients. But over time, understanding the variety ways mediation may be conducted led to possibilities beyond the original notion of the concept. Understanding the role and responsibility of society for individuals’ development led a variety of professionals to study the ways mediation may be used within different domains. These professionals contributed much knowledge to allow others to improve their communication skills. Nevertheless, mediation is a process that needs to be planned and not all human interactions can be defined as mediation processes. ‘Thinking development’ is another concept most people use without understanding its core notion. Whereas the majority of people agree that it is society’s responsibility to educate everyone, this consensus is less widespread when it comes to the question of society’s responsibility to make sure all people can think well. This is despite the evidence
that neuroscientists have shown that the human brain can be modified with the proper stimulation.

From the general perception and understanding of mediation along with the possibilities of influencing thinking development, the goal of this book is to share practical ways human can mediate for better thinking development through daily activities both in and out of school.

Throughout this book, the processes of understanding and using mediation are presented from the perspectives of psychologists and educators who wished to enhance thinking skills among learners. Although many scholars have dealt with this topic over the years, I have chosen to focus on the five theoreticians that I consider to have paved the way to where we are today.

In the late nineteenth century, Dewey claimed that society’s goals should focus on integrating and educating all people within the community and therefore society should treat each individual according to the most efficient way that individual can learn. During the first half of the twentieth century, Piaget developed the mediation approach, according to which mediation is the core social activity that promotes learning and cognitive activities, although he restricted the effect mediation might have on cognitive development to the natural abilities one was born with, cultural differences and age.

Following this theory, both Vygotsky and Feuerstein also developed their theories and addressed mediation. Vygotsky focussed on the variety of the types of instruction mediators may provide and on the learning process according to the Zone of Proximal Development of learning along with understanding an individual’s culture. Feuerstein, later developed his theory of the Mediated Learning Experience, which also offers practical ways mediators may follow an individual’s thinking processes in order to improve them. Feuerstein analysed mediation according to 12 parameters, while also
categorising thinking processes into 27 cognitive functions, to allow the mediator to better prepare, proceed and follow the success of an individual’s cognitive development.

The fifth theoretician presented in this book is Gardner, who developed his theory of multiple intelligences in the 1980s. Gardner’s basic argument was that each person thinks using multiple intelligences. Initially Gardner defined seven different intelligences that everyone has, claiming that it was up to the mediators to provide proper processes through which to develop each one. Over the past decade, the field of neuroscience has been greatly expanded by numerous studies that focus on the intentionality between human activity and brain development. Those studies have contributed to the development of the field of neuropedagogy, which integrates knowledge of neuroscience with practical teaching strategies and mediation. The neuropedagogical approach is also integrated in this book in order to allow educators to develop learning activities that are also based on updated neuroscience studies. The above approaches will be described in greater detail further on in the book, along with the integration of new practical approaches to pedagogy and teaching.

Even though the theories may seem to differ greatly from one another, there are some common parameters, the most important of which is the essence of the mediators’ role. Moreover, according to these theories, mediators are people who wish to better introduce knowledge and processes within the environment to all mediatees. Throughout this book, reference to mediators is from the perspective of educators who are not necessarily officially trained teachers, but are involved in educational processes and wish to promote thinking and learning of any kind.

Wishing to promote all learners’ thinking development through conducting better mediation processes, this book aims to present the core of each of the abovementioned
theories, focussing on the practical possibilities that mediation theories offer educators within the environment of school and family. The chapters contain several examples of mediation. Although these examples are based on real situations, they present only a small number of mediated situations which should be used as a basis for learning possibilities. Readers may use these examples in order to develop new mediated situations according to their own experiences and their mediatees’ cognitive needs.